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Abstract: Understanding the natural language of humans by
processing them in the computer makes sense for applications in
solving practical problems. These applications are present in our
systems that automates some and even most of the human tasks
performed by the computer algorithms.The “big data” deals with
NLP techniques and applications that sifts through each word,
phrase, sentence, paragraphs, symbols, images, speech,
utterances with its meanings, relationships, and translations that
can be processed and accessible to computer applications by
humans. Through these automated tasks, NLPs achieved the goal
of analyzing, understanding, and generating the natural
language of human using a computer application and with the
help of classic and advanced machine learning techniques. This
paper is a survey of the published literature in NLP and its uses to
big data. This also presents a review of the NLP applications and
learning techniques used in some of the classic and state-of-the
art implementations.
Index Terms: natural language processing, deep learning,
artificial neural networks, big data applications.

I. INTRODUCTION
The technology of natural language processing (NLP) is
another field of computer science that deals with the human
language and allowing the computer or machine to understand
and process using algorithms. The evolution of NLP since its
inception in the early 1930s were using guides, rules, and
logic [1]. The birth of NLP advanced through the use of
computation and currently data-driven ad learning using
statistics, probability, and machine learning [2,3]. In the
present information age where all data-driven systems were
processed by computers, NLP have leverage the power of
solving human-machine interaction by understanding the
natural language of humans. The core areas of NLP are
language modeling, morphological separation, parsing, and
semantics. Currently, “big data” makes it more significant for
NLP to be more useful in solving problems in combination
with the different learning techniques.
The Internet and its network of hosted repositories
containing the “big data” of structured and unstructured data
and information are websites, social networks, scientific
articles, journals, datasets, etc. These “big data” deals with
NLP techniques and applications that sifts through each word,
phrase, sentence, paragraphs, symbols, its meaning and
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translation that can be processed and accessible to computer
applications. Some of the tasks available to NLP can be the
following: machine translation, generation and understanding
of natural language, morphological separation, part of speech
tagging, recognition of speech, entities, optical characters,
analysis of discourse, sentiment analysis, etc. Through these
tasks, NLPs achieved the goal of analyzing, understanding,
and generating the natural language of human using a
computer application and with the help of learning
techniques.
This paper is a survey of the published literature in NLP and
its uses to big data. This also presents a review of the NLP
applications and learning techniques used in some of the
classic and state-of-the art implementations. The paper is
divided into 4 sections, section 1: Overview of NLP and its
uses in big data; section 2: Taxonomy; section 3: Related
Works composed of Sentiment Analysis; Deep Learning NLP
applications;
and
Information
Extraction
NLP
applications.Finally, conclusion and further studies for the
next steps is imparted to the next researcher.
II. OVERVIEW NATURAL LANGUAGE
PROCESSING AND BIG DATA
The area of natural language processing in the computer
science deals with the computation linguistics. This area is
also influenced by several learning domains such as statistics,
probability, and machine learning. Other influences in social
sciences includes psychology, philosophy, cognitive science,
and linguistics. Understanding the natural language of
humans by processing them in the computer makes sense for
applications in solving practical problems. These applications
are present in our systems that automates the some and even
most of the tasks performed by the computer algorithms. The
core areas of NLP are language modeling, morphology
processing, parsing, and semantic processing. Some of the
applications in NLP includes information extraction, text
classification, summarization, question answering, image and
video captioning. Language modeling deals with the
quantification of words on a given sequence that is used in
handwriting recognition, optical character recognition,speech
recognition, part-of-speech tagging, parsing, machine
translation, and other applications. The morphological
process is a means to separating the components of words to
adjust its meaning according to syntactic and communication
context such as affixation, prefixation, suffixation, etc.
Parsing is a process of analyzing a sentence by taking each
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word and determining its structure from its parts using parser
and grammar. The semantic processing is meaning
representation of words, phrases, sentences, or the meaning of
text. The application that deals with the information
extraction from unstructured documents. Thistask which
process unstructured texts in documents by using logic and
reasoning. The logical context of the input data that can also
be used in translation of text to other languages or an
interpretation based on category or context of the data. Text
classification is classifying text documents into categories or
clusters making it easier to manage and sort. Another
application is text summarization that deals with the process
of summarizing the important key information from
documents. Question answering is a task that automatically
answer questions by inferring the most probable answer to
humans in a natural language. Machine translation task is the
use of a translator text or speech to convert them the language
to another one. Finally, image and video captioning is the
process of generating text description of an image or video. In
Fig. 1 the conceptual depiction of NLP how it will become
more part of our daily lives through our interaction with the
machines and devices with the available applications. In Fig.
2 list all NLP applications available in research, commercial,
and state-of-the-art in uses in artificial intelligence and deep
learning.
A. Natural Language Processing in Big Data
The growth of data that are too complex to be processed and
its conceptual characteristics such as volume, variety,
velocity, and veracity in many systems uses advanced tools to
reveal meaningful information and insights. Social networks
revolutionized the big data where anyone can share, upload,
and crowdsource data that can be used in many ways.
Facebook as a social network application has 2 billion active
users (Facebook, stats 2017).

Figure 1. NLP integrated in big data and AI its impact to
human and society [111]

Figure 2. Key Application areas of NLP [112]
Google as a search engine, searches over to 3.5 billion per day
(Google trends, 2018). While tech companies such as
Amazon, EBay, and others, process millions of queries and
transactions with terabytes of data in their enterprise systems.
Similarly, in small and large organizations. stored data and
information in their enterprise systems are structured and
some unstructured such as transactions, records, business
processes and even simple notes and emails are in raw form.
Many significant problems in the financial, retail, healthcare,
academe, government, and in any sector of the society now be
solved using big data. Regardless of any data and information
that is largely made of human language NLP can be leveraged
to access the information at a speed, with accurate and
actionable results. It was estimated by IDC in 2020 there will
44 trillion gigabytes of data or generated knowledge can be
essential for NLP uses for big data.
The architectures and computing resources in big data were
described in Apache Hadoop. This is computing framework
in large scale processing of thousands of computing
resources. Inside the Apache Hadoop is MapReduce that
process and generate big data sets. According to Facebook,
the company runs the world’s largest Hadoop cluster that is
more than 4000 machines with hundreds of millions of
gigabytes. The ocean of content on the web being indexed by
Google also use MapReduce to manage the large clusters of
servers.
To use this framework in NLP, Apache Spark extends the
Hadoop framework to leverage the core linguistic
applications such as language modeling, parsing, morphology
and semantic processing. Some applications of NLP in big
data were core applications such as text summarization,
sentiment analysis, text classification, information extraction,
machine translation, question answering and dialogue
systems, and others. An example of NLP uses in big data is the
distributed pipelines of linguistic processors. There are
available linguistic processors such as IXA pipes and NLP
toolkits in big data processing. These linguistic processors
help in the annotation to lower the barrier of using the
technology with expensive compilation, installation,
configuration processes to use tools and toolkits.
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III. RELATED WORKS
The following related works are the surveyed papers from the
applications of NLP. These NLP applications describes in the
next sections will present the methods and implementations
thorough the concepts, models, paradigms, and works focused
in solving problems using sentiment analysis, deep learning,
and information extraction.
A. Sentiment Analysis in NLP
Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is an application of
NLP, artificial intelligence, machine learning that determines
the contextual emotion or affective states of the subject or
person’s attitude based on the information, interaction, or
event. The sentiment analysis task is to classify the calculated
polarity of the person with respect to the given opinion in any
form whether its “positive”, “negative”, or “neutral”. In other
simple language, the emotional states can be “happy”, “sad”,
“angry”, and other emotions that can be described by a
person. To determine a sentiment of a person for example
when using or buying a product or service, we usually ask the
opinion of others, search on the Internet for reviews,
comments, feedback regarding the experience or
recommendations in the public domain. This helps the person
to decide based on the consensus or opinion of others. The
Internet is a great tool to scan the general opinion of the public
and the sentiments made from different social networking
sites and websites. However, it will be difficult for humans to
collect these data and information through a simple scanning
on the Internet. It is therefore essential to have a sentiment
analysis system that will be able to process and automate these
reviews and content-generated opinions to identify the
sentiments. To classify the opinion or sentiment this should be
processed by a system where the text or information are
collected such as surveys, comments, blog posts, reviews, or
posts in social networking sites. The challenge of sentiment
analysis is the approach of extracting the emotion,
discovering the objectivity or subjectivity, the use of different
features, classification of the sentiment, and the accuracy of
the result of the analysis.
a.Taxonomy
Sentiment analysis tools can answer the questions such as “Is
the customer satisfied in the product or service being
provided?” “What are people tweeting on the current issues
affecting them?”, “How the reviews or comments of users
influence their buying habits?”. These questions can be
answered by processing the available data in a sentiment
analysis system. The sentiment analysis system is a
classification method as illustrated in Fig. 3. Another
illustration on Fig. 3.1 showing the main classification levels
of sentiment analysis having the following: document-level,
sentence-level, and aspect-level. The document-level classify
the sentiment of the whole document. While the
sentence-level classification looks at the expressed
subjectivity or objectivity in each of the sentence. The
subjectivity expressed explained [13] determines the polarity
whether positive or negative opinions were expressed in the
sentences. However, there are documents that does not
express subjectivity according [14]. In the paper of [15] also
explained that the comparison with the document-level and

sentence-level classification does not justify the entire
opinions of the entity. The aspect-level classify the sentiment
according to the specific entity being described as sentiments
can be expressed in differently in a same item of the entity.
Further,it can be divided into three methods: lexicon-based,
machine learning, and hybrid method. The lexicon-based
method is divided into dictionary-based and corpus-based
approach. The dictionary-based approach looks for collection
of opinion words and search it in a dictionary for their
meanings. The corpus-based approach uses a precompiled or
known collection of opinion words and looks in a corpus to
find the words with the context and its orientation. In
addition, it uses statistical or semantic methods in classifying
the sentiment polarity. The machine learning method can be
supervised and unsupervised. The supervised learning
method use training data where labeled documents are largely
known.

Figure 3. Sentiment analysis system

Figure 4 Sentiment taxonomy
The unsupervised learning method relies on the labeled
training documents to find the unknown class. The supervised
learning method that can be used are the following: decision
trees, linear classifiers, rule-base classifiers, probabilistic
classifiers. The linear classifiers can be implemented using
support vector machines (SVM) and neural networks (NN).
While the probabilistic classifiers can be implemented using
Naïve Bayes, Bayesian network, and maximum entropy.
b.Sentiment Analysis Processes and Applications
The sentiment analysis process involves the following phases
as illustrated in Fig 3.2. The first phase is the data collection is
an important step in the sentiment analysis. The appropriate
data sets should be determined for the text analysis and
classification. In the second phase, text preprocessing reduces
the noise of unwanted data by removing the stop words,
repeated words, symbols, and others. The third phase is
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feature selection and extraction that is important to determine
the key features needed for the accuracy of the model. Fourth
phase is sentiment classification, using different classification
algorithms to classify text such as Naïve Bayes and Support
Vector Machine (SVM). The fifth phase is polarity detection
where the polarity of the sentiment is identified based on the
end results – positive, neutral, or negative. Finally, validation
and evaluation of the end results to check the accuracy of the
sentiment analysis method used. Further discussion is
described in the next section.

posts, and twitter feeds were evaluated using several machine
learning (supervised and unsupervised learning) and lexicon
based methods for sentiment analysis. The result of their
experiment reported that machine learning classifiers are not
fit for aspect-level sentiment analysis. The machine learning
method is best for document-level sentiment analysis using
unsupervised lexicon-based method SentiWordNet [20]. A
proposed method for aspect-level sentiment analysis for the
movie review have accuracy levels which is similar to
document-level approach. It was recommended that this
proposed method can be used to tasks processing of movie
recommendation systems.
Preprocessing and Feature Extraction

Figure 5. Sentiment Analysis Processes
Data Collection
Data collection is dependent to the type of data that is defined
and supported for analysis and classification of text in the data
set. The available data sets in the social networking sites such
as Twitter, Facebook, Weibo, Quora, etc. are available for
data scraping to collect data from these websites. These
networking sites provide an application programming
interface (API) to get the data on its the pages. An example is
REST API to get the static data such as user information and
Streaming API to get and extract the tweets or posted
messages. In Facebook, the posts or messages posted on the
site were extracted using the Facebook Graph API. While
Weibo uses Tencent API that can collect the user posts that
can be used for research and review of the influence and
network followers.In the paper of [48] used Twitter as a
corpus (English) for sentiment and opinion mining. The
collected data were subject to linguistic analysis to explain the
discovered texts for sentiment classification. The
implementation of TreeTagger for POS tagging experiment
and claimed that the use of syntactic structures and POS tags
are strong indicators of emotional texts. The sentiment
classifier using multinomial Naïve Bayes with N-gram and
POS-tags feature implementation was efficient and has better
performance against previous proposed methods. The next
step of their research is to work on the different languages and
develop a multilingual sentiment classifier. Another work by
[19] used Facebook to identify the opinion and sentiment
(English and Malay). Text extracted were clustered into
different emotions as lexicons classified into positive (happy),
negative (unhappy), and neutral (no emotion). A prototype
system was developed to extract data from Facebook and then
preprocessed text in a database for sentiment analysis. The
text in the database are clustered and determines the emotion
by displaying the tagged or classified emotions in a visual
format. However, the evaluation of the prototype and the
method used were not described in the process. In another
work [20] six different data sets using movie reviews, blog

The preprocessing of data acquired from various sources can
be reduced the noise and retaining only the essential and
significant text before being introduced to full analysis. Some
of the preprocessing steps are the removal of the stop words,
removal of repeating words, removal of emoticons and
symbols, stemming, POS-tagging, feature extraction and
representation. The process of breaking the sentence into
tokenized parts (words, phrases, symbols) and removing the
punctuation marks. The stop words are removed in the
preprocessing step. In stemming, the root of the word is
determined. While the POS-tagging is to identify the
parts-of-speech in the text. Some of the preprocessing tools
for sentiment analysis cited in [25] were TweetMotif for
tokenization of tweets [5]; POS Tagger for Twitter [5,6];
TweetNLP [7]; Lancaster stemming algorithm [8]; GNU
Apsell spell checker [9]; Snowball English stemmer [10];
Stanford Log-linear POS-tagger [11]; andTweeboParser
tweet dependency parser [12].
Preprocessing,Feature Extraction, and Evaluation
The research made by [16] use the simple approach of
classifying polarity from positive to negative in product
reviews. In [13,17] use the movie review website and applied
different schemes of getting the polarity values with the
prediction of star-rating on a 3-4 scale. Another in-depth
analysis of sentiment analysis using prediction ratings on
restaurant reviews was studied by [18]. Another approach
was made by [19] combined the lexical, knowledge, and
learning methods in the area of sentiment in text. In [20]
evaluated the performance of various machine learning
methods and lexicon method in sentiment analysis of texts to
compute the sentiment polarity. A heuristic-based approach
was also described for aspect-level sentiment analysis using
movies dataset. Survey papers in sentiment analysis and
classification discussing the classic and state-of-the art were
described by [21,22] sentiment analysis and opinion mining
techniques; sentiment analysis and algorithms [23];sentiment
analysis challenges [24]; sentiment analysis task, approaches,
and challenges [25]; comparative study on different
approaches [26].
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.B. Deep Learning in NLP
Deep learning models are making advances in the artificial
neural network (ANN) applications in computer vision and
pattern recognition. The recent researches in NLP utilize the
new deep learning approaches. Using deep learning models in
solving NLP problems have the attention of most researchers
and presents state-of-the-art models, performance, accuracy,
and superior results to NLP processes. Deep learning models
presents network layers where input data learns and transform
in a neuron-like signal with computed vector component
values in the output. The ANN model is like thehuman brain
where the nodes are interconnected (like neurons) and
receiving inputs and transmitting signals (synapse). The
neural network method solves problems which similar to
human brain. This architecture was implemented in many
tasks of the NLP applications such as speech recognition,
machine translation, speech recognition, image recognition,
and others.

having a sequential layer known as feedforward neural nets
(FNN). This basic neural net does not form a cycle and was
the simplest type of ANN. Another network is the Deep neural
nets (DNN) having multiple hidden layers and was termed
deep with its many layers. Fig.3.3 shows the different neural
network as described. In the next section the types of ANN
will be described.

a. Neural Networks and Deep Learning
The ANN are networks of networks designed like how the
brain activity works and employs the network of connected
nodes (neurons) to performs a specific task through its
learning ability. The neuron which receive input through an
activation change the state generates a type of output
transpired in the process. This is process flow of neuron signal
is shown in Fig 3.3 An artificial neuron simulates the
biophysical neuron with inputs and outputs (Wikipedia,
ANN). The neural net forms a network and the output of the
neurons to the other network of neurons forming a network
graph. The network graph itself through the activation in each
node in the network and its function can be computed to
produce the learning through the learning-rule [32]. The
components of an ANN are the neurons, having an activation,
threshold, and activation function. An input neuron has no
origin and serves as an input into the network while the output
neuron has no successor and serves as an output of the whole
network. The ANN are connected by a directed line and each
connection has a weight. If the weight has bias on it this is
added to the sum of the inputs and will be the given threshold
for the activation function. A learning rule is an algorithm to
look at the parameters of the neural nets to achieve the desired
the output. This learning algorithm rule change the weights
and threshold of the variable in the ANN. The network of
artificial neurons similar to the brain where each neuron
transmits signal to another neuron in the process of synapse.
In this process, neural network model is designed to have
layers of nodes to perform the input transformation and the
process of learning takes place. The input layer receives the
signal from the nodes and the last output layer performs the
computation function of the summation. The nodes in the
output layer computes the values it receives from the input
values and learns when showing large numbers of input and
output pairs. The errors and losses made in the network can be
corrected in the output node where the individual weights are
adjusted based on the computed derivatives. This
implementation is using stochastic gradient descent. There are
different network layer orientations as designed by
researchers in this area. This is to distinguish the types of
networks where every node in the layer are connected and the
number of layers itself. The most basic neural network is

Figure 6 Biological process of Neuron and its layers and
processes [113]

Figure 7 An illustrated example of simple Artificial Neural
Nets (ANN)
b. Taxonomy
Deep learning method is based on learning representation and
feature extraction. Several research experts who made its
resurgence in 2006 with the works of [27, 28, 29]. The papers
presented in deep belief networks challenged the various
state-of-the-art implementation using vast availability of data
sets in computer vision and automatic speech recognition. In
classical machine learning supervised and unsupervised these
are task-oriented using training data and labels for unknown
data using features. In the last decade, deep learning
contributed extensive applications in image recognition [28],
speech recognition [27], natural language processing [52,53].
Deep learning methods [36,41] was extensively explored and
have been proposed in several researches and classified into
Restricted Boltzmann Machine, Deep Autoencoder, Sparse
Coding, Convolutional Neural Network and Recurrent Neural
Networks as presented in Fig. 3.5.
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c. Convolutional Neural Networks
The CNN is a class of deep learning having one or more
convolutional layers with fully connected layers. The hidden
layers of CNN have convolution layers, pooling layers, fully
connected layers, and normalization layers. Figure 3.6
illustrates the CCN architecture. It was based on the
Fukushima’s convolutional architecture (1980) named as
“neocognitron” [34]. The term itself derived from a
mathematical operation “convolution” where two functions
produces another third function that shows the shape of the
function is altered by the other. The convolution operation
takes place in the in the input layer and passing the result in
the next layer. The convolution copies itself to the neuron that
is based on theshape, image or visual stimulus. The
convolutional neuron has receptive field to process the data
being fired to layer looking for the same features. This
receptive field is an input area of the neuron. In a CNN layer,
the previous layer is larger than the area of the receptive field.
However, FNN which is fully connected can classify and
learn these features specifically for images. The number of
pixels in an image as a variable being used in the
convolutional process can have a large number of neurons.
This is relevant to the input size in the network layer. If an
image has a size of million neurons and has a hundred various
features in an area of ten thousand, can this problem reduce
the number of parameters? The convolution operation solves
this problem by making the network deeper with a number of
parameters [38]. It makes sense to train one hundred neurons
that can also be used ten thousand times. Therefore, this
process whatever size on the training solves the problem of
vanishing or exploding gradients in the multi-layer
backpropagation. The vector weights and bias in CNN called
filter is a feature input of the shape or image being shared all
across the receptive fields. CNN uses a class of FNN that
needs small preprocessing effort. This model leverages the
2D structure and used as an input. CNN is best suited for
image processing using 2D images as an input. Similarly, it
also works in speech recognition applications. Another design
feature of CNN is pooling. This design feature combines the
neuron outputs into clusters in each layer of the network –
using max pooling for maximum value of clusters and average
pooling for average clusters [39, 40, 42]. CNNs are largely
implemented in image and video processing. Likewise, it is
also used in the speech and natural language processing
[41,42,43,44]. In Fig. 3.5 a CNN model is illustrated. The
networks have unique filters in each of the input layer, with
receptive field sizes accordingly. Max-pooling is also
illustrated with k=2 as a pool size of 3.

Figure 9 An illustrated example of Convolutional Neural Nets
(CNN) [4]
d. Recursive Neural Networks
A Recursive Neural Network (RvNN) is a variant of ANN
that use a set of weights recursively shared between layers to
minimize training. The model allows over structured input to
predict a variable-input or scalar value in the given traversal
path order of a model sequences. The natural recursive
structure of RvNNs where words and phrases are combined to
form a hierarchy can be described or visualized in a parsed
tree. The tree-structure use syntax and meanings of the
sentence structure [47]. RvNN are popular in NLP tasks as it
allows to model a parse tree structure and learning sequences.
A singe tensor of weights can be used at the low-level tree and
at successive high-level tree structures. The nodes in RvNN
are dependent on the results of the previous nodes and look
for the feedback of the node. The non-terminal node in the
parse-tree is determined by the leaf or child generated.
RvNNs are used in word embedding, logical terms [46] and
other models and frameworks.
e. Recurrent Neural Networks
A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a variant of ANN to
model sequential nodes where the connected layers form a
directed graph. This model incorporates a temporal layer, a
behavior for a sequential information or a simple type that can
be finite and infinite impulse. RNN has a hidden layer that
constantly changes that updates itself and the status of the
network as illustrated in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 the networks (a)
basic RNN and (c) unrolled RNN which are similar (b)
stacked RNN – sequential RNNs (d) unrolled RNN stack.
While (e) bidirectional RNN use two RNNs with different
directions and combines the output such as a reverse sequence
of data. The nodes have a varying-temporal values and
activation values. Similarly, the connection has modified
weight in the input nodes, output nodes, and hidden nodes.
RNNs nodes perform the same tasks in the sequence where
the output layers are dependent on the other previous layers
results. RNNs nodes can remember the previous results and
use this information in the process. With this process, RNN is
best fit for many NLP tasks as cited in [87] such as language
modeling [88, 89, 90], machine translation [91,92,93], speech
recognition [44, 45, 94, 95, 96, 97], image captioning [98],
handwriting recognition [51]. There are different RNNs such
as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent
Unit (GRU) integrate varieties of gates and memory cells to
capture temporal activity sequence [51]. Long Short-Term
Memory incorporated memory cell to store contextual

Figure 8 Convolutional Neural Nets Architecture [114]
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information, thereby control flow of information into the
network [44].

Figure 12 An illustrated Long Short-Term Memory Networks
(LSTMN) [116]
Figure 10 An illustrated example of Basic RNN [115]

g. Autoencoders

Figure 11 An illustrated type of RNN [4]

f. Long Short-Term Memory Networks
The LSTM is a sub unit of RNN. An LSTM network have a
cell, an input gate, an output gate and a forget gate seeFig 3.10
LSTM network. The cell recognizes the values over assigned
the time periods. These gates control the information flow
into and out of the cell. The gates calculate the missing node
state by from the rest of the gates. In LSTMs, it has several
individual neurons connected in a manner designed to retain
specific information. The LSTM allows the mistake of the
node to go back having an unlimited number of pass called
backpropagation. Using the LSTM blocks in RNNs to form
LSTM networks, the information can be retained almost
indefinitely while irrelevant information can be forgotten.
However, if information is disregarded, it cannot be
recovered, even if its presence is desired later.
Some of the current research explores to correct this problem
by retaining larger amounts of data and simply changing
which parts of particular examples are attentive [101, 102].
Another work made by [103, 104] exploring the Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU), perform as well as or better than
standard LSTMs in many NLP tasks. This includes
handwriting recognition [43, 49, 50] and natural language
generation [51], language modeling [105] and machine
translation [53], acoustic modeling of speech [54], speech
synthesis [55], protein secondary structure prediction [56],
analysis of audio [57], and video captioning [58] and others.

Autoencoders is a variant of ANN for data encoding in
machine learning methods. The autoencoder needs to learn an
encoding or representation to reduce the dimensionality of the
data. Autoencoders has been applied in several researches for
generative models and notably the most dominant
implementation in the deep neural networks has stacked
autoencoders [59]. The purpose of an autoencoder is
compress the data from the input layer and then looking for a
match in the network to uncompressed the code on its original
form. This autoencoding process reduces the dimensionality
of the code. In some network, the autoencoders are stacked
together in layers for image recognition. The features are
encoded and learned within the network until the code that
matches the image emerged in the output layer. Another
approach is the use of generative model that feeds the known
image and then generate the desired
output by learning the codes itself without knowing the codes
[60, 61]. The design of the auto encoder is feed forward
network, multi-layer perception, and non-recurrent neural
networks that are unsupervised learning models. An auto
encoder has encoder and decoder parts of the network and its
tasks in the network. In Fig. 3.10 the autoencoder has 3 fully
connected hidden layers where the hidden layer takes the
code, latent variables, latent representation in the decoder
stage maps the code with the activation function and the
weight (bias vector) to reconstruct the shape corresponding to
the design of the autoencoder. In Fig. 3.11 Encoder-Decoder
model RNN variant of autoencoders (a) showing the attention
method (b) determining the encoding in the output layer from
the decoder. The autoencoder variations based on its design
and techniques are Denoising autoencoder, Sparse
autoencoder, Variationalautoencoder, and Contractive
autoencoder. The autoencoder variants are presented in the
next sections.
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Figure 14 An illustrated sample of DenoisingAutoencoder
[63]
Denoising Autoencoders
The denoising autoencoder (DA) was presented in [62]. In
this task, the feature that is being learnedto come from an
incomplete data or corrupted sample input data. In the DA
task, it reconstructs the input data by making the values of the
data to zero by using the stochastic mapping method. The DA
is initialized into several layers of training. The network is
trained to generate the next higher-level features of the layer.

variational method for latent representation learning or
stochastic gradient variational bayes (SGVB). This method
has an additional loss component and use SGVB algorithm
where the parameters of the learning model, recognition and
generative generates the data from a directed graphical model
and the encoder uses approximation function of the model. In
deep generative models, researchers are exploiting this
method to generate near-to-real images. In NLP application,
the method of deep generative models to text data generate
realistic sentences from the latent code space. Using VAEs in
sentence representation learning, the model consists of an
encoder and generative model network that encode data to
latent representation and generate samples from the latent
space. A paper published by [106] proposed an RNN VAE
model that is illustrated in Fig 13.5 RNN-VAE model for
sentence generation as cited in [87]. This model has
distributed latent representation of an entire sentence and
explicit global sentence representation. Another proposed
model by [107] copied the latent code and a set of structured
variable looks at the semantic features of the sentences. This
model generate reasonable sentences structures classifying
tenses and sentiment attributes.

The training ensures that the autoencoder network captures
robust properties of the input data distributions. Furthermore,
DA can be stacked to learn the useful features of incomplete
input data which has less classification error. In Fig. 3.13 it
shows an illustration of the DA.
Sparse Autoencoders
Figure 15 An illustrated sample of Simple Variational
Auto encoder [118]

In a sparse autoencoder (SA) design there are many hidden
layers that that of the input layer. However, the many hidden
layers only have a few that are active at the same time. The
sparsity is being done by the addition of terms in the training
or forcing the terms in the loss function or making the hidden
activation layers close to zero which uses k-sparse
autoencoder method [64]. The use of sparsity term makes the
model to learn feature representation that are robust, linearly
separable, resistant to changes in learning. The SA model is
very good in getting low dimensional features from high
dimensional, compact, and complex input data using
supervised learning. SAs are recommended for tasks in image
and video recognition which has high dimensional data. The
basic design of a SA is illustrated in Fig. 3.14 where it consists
of a single hidden layer, h, that is connected to the input vector
x by a weight matrix W of encoding step. The hidden layer
then outputs to a reconstruction vector x˜, using a tied weight
matrix WT to form the decoder. The activation function is f
and b are the term bias.

Figure 3.15 An illustrated sample of RNN-VAE model for
sentence generation [106]

VariationalAutoencoders

Contractive Autoencoders

The variational autoencoder (VAE) is a similar model of a
classic autoencoder with high distribution of its latent
variables. The basic design of VAE is consisting of encoder,
decoder, and a loss function. The first layer of VAE is the
encoder that takes its input and covert the code to a latent
vector. Like a standard autoencoder the latent vector (an
image) uses a generative model that add constraints to the
encoding network. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.15 VAE uses

Contractive encoders make learned representation
resistant to slight variations of training values. The model
introduces the penalty term to the cost function for efficient
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representation. The cost function is the mean squared error
that corresponds to the Frobenius norm of Jacobian matrix of
the encoder activations in relation to the input. The partial
derivative of the of the neuron’s activation value with respect
to the input value to sense the Jacobian value for the penalty.
The formula of sparse autoencoder are similar to contractive
mapping where the low activation values of the neurons on
sparse autoencoders are flat because of the small Jacobian
matrix value. Contractive autoencoders are also similar to
denoising autoencoder where both are invariant to changes
and distortion. While the denoising autoencoder favors
reconstruction and similar to encoder function for contractive
autoencoders.
C. Information Extraction
Information are available in any systems that store the tacit
and implicit knowledge. These are contained in many
documents and other available file formats that are stored in
repositories that are created and maintained in a computer,
enterprise system or the Internet. To be able to reuse the
information and disseminate, it is important to extract the
knowledge contained within these document repositories. The
task needed in order to improve the way we make decisions
and improve operational efficiency is to automate the process
of getting away from the repetitive and menial work of

extracting information and knowledge into the system. The
task of information extraction (IE) system is to get the data of
interest and its relation from a document and produce a
structured output like a relational table and stored in a
database. Simple and statistical methods were implemented in
processing texts using NLP tasks such as classification,
pattern recognition, grammar and rule-based methods. IE is
an essential field in text processing that involves NLP,
computational linguistics, and text mining. IE is mainly the
essential part of knowledge management systems. Currently,
IE applications are present in image and video annotation
processing, speech processing as well as content extraction.
The present information extraction systems use machine
learning. The extracted information described are named
entities, relationships, and events.
Information Extraction in NLP
The task of extracting explicit or implicit information
from text through the use of an algorithm is known as IE. The
IE tasks is to get the data and its relations from a document
and produce a structured output like a relational table and
stored in a database. Simple and statistical methods were
implemented in processing texts using NLP tasks such as
classification, pattern recognition, grammar and rule-based
methods. IE is an essential field in text processing that
involves NLP, computational linguistics, and text mining.
Currently, IE applications are present in image and video
annotation processing, speech processing as well as content
extraction. The field of IE deals with the task of automating
the text management in the system through its processing,
storage, and transmission. The task of classifying and
indexing large volume of documents have been automated by
information retrieval (IR). In processing and modeling natural
language, NLP tasks have accomplished and solved many of

these problems. In IE, most of the users are interested to
extract the following according to the existence of any set of
documents that has: (1) named entities, (2) relations (3)
events.
An example of IE system in Fig. 3.16 presents the
workflow for processing a known document and indexed
using a template. The method using a template detection and
index data extraction and tasks for extraction rules using a
training are applied to the extraction documents where the
extracted index data is used for feedback into the system [69]
.
Information Extraction Systems Architecture
Every IE system performs the defined task according to
the design paradigms. There are two approaches in building
IE systems according to design paradigms: Knowledge
Engineering and Automatic Training.
Information Extraction Systems Design Approach
The Knowledge Engineering design is based on the
knowledge of person whose familiar or an expert of using the
system or the “knowledge engineer”. This is also the same for
a system developer whose familiar with the requirements,
design, and the functionality of the system. The design of the
system is based on the requirements how the user would like
to use based on the business rules - extracting of relevant
information, using a corpus, and the desired output. The
development of the IE system is an iterative process. The set
of rules are written, tested on a corpus of text for training, and
evaluating the results of the output according to its accuracy
and performance for fine tuning the entire IE system.
The Automatic Training approach doesn’t need an expert,
system designer, or engineer who knows the entire IE system.
This approach only need a person who can annotate the text
properly based on the corpus of texts and the information
being extracted. The requirement for this approach is to
annotate and train the texts appropriately to obtain the
knowledge from the system.
Information Extraction Systems Modules
From the design paradigms described, the IE system
architecture can be built according to the core elements of the
system. The core modules of an IE system are tokenizer,
lexical and morphological processing, syntactic analysis, and
domain-specific analysis. Additional modules can be added to
the core depending on the required task or need by the users.
These are word segmentation, parts-of-speech tagging,
coreference, and merging partial results. See Fig. 3.17 for the
illustration of the IE system architecture [70].
Tokenization
Tokenization module task is to separate the input text
into sentences and tokens. Languages have different ways
how words and sentences can be separated or based on
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orthographic properties where each word boundary can be
identified. Such examples of trivial problems are for
European with word borders, Chinese and Japanese for its
orthography word boundaries. It is recommended to have a
word segmentation module added into the IE system.
Morphological and Lexical Processing
Morphology is the study of how word structures are
being formed and its relationship to other word. The
morphological task is simple for the inflectional morphology
in English that only list the variants of the word of interest.
For other languages, that has a complex morphology the need
for morphological analysis module is required.The lexical
processing of the token from the tokenization module looks
for lexicon or features. The essential part of the process and
analysis is the identification of names (name recognition) that
can be identified by using rules, training of the annotated
corpus. The name recognition uses the assigned lexical
features (lexicon lookup, parts-of-speech tagger, automatic
taggers) required in the processing. Parts of speech tagging is
essential part the analysis in this module. This eliminates the
ambiguity in some languages to avoid error and the word
inflection. The process makes a filter for good system with
accuracy and efficient performance
Parsing
Parsing is a grammatical analysis that checks for the
grammar of the sentence in a document. In IE systems, it is
only looking for texts specified important and relevant to the

task. There can many parses in a sentence. However, the
syntactic properties and analysis can be essential or some
parts of it can be ignored.
Coreference
The coreference module handles the problems in:
naming alias or coreferring, pronouns and their antecedents,
definite description, and ontological information for domain
relevant entities, temporal events, etc. These tasks are finding
the links from previously extracted named entities. The
process also recognizes the referential relations in the
expressions.
Domain Specific Analysis
This module is the core of the IE systems. This module
prepares the IE output using templates or attribute-value
pairs. The text fills the field with the value or pointers to other
objects. The template designed is based on the required
objects that use extraction patterns or rules. This can be
generated manually or using automatic learning methods. For
the domains requiring specific pattern rules, atomic or
molecular method can be used. In molecular method, it
matches all arguments starting with high reliable rules to
capture the common core relevant patterns. If the system has
more problems on it can generate rules that starts with high
precision and low recall scores or the opposite low precision
and high recall. The atomic method has a domain module with
arguments in combination to the template instead of the
syntactic relationships. It is assumed that domain-relevant

events for any name entity recognition can have high recall
and low precision.
Merging Partial Results
Merging Partial Results looks after the all the
information that is combined before the final template and
generate the result. The IE system use the merging module
with an algorithm deciding which templates can be merged or
combined. Depending on the desired outcome of the IE
system, the Knowledge engineering method performs data
analysis with predefined rules and merging. While the
automatic training method is use training rules to merging
tasks.
Taxonomy
The taxonomy of IE systems related to the structure of
data and the information that is extracted to data dimensions.
IE tasks can be suited for specific template formatted
documents such as HTML or XML. IE can also be used to
extract relevant information without training, preprocess or
classify, and structure semantic data. IE can automatically
extract sequence of text. In Fig. 3.18 illustrates the taxonomy
of IE for different classification of data (1) structured data, (2)
semi-structured data, (3) unstructured data. Another IE
taxonomy that illustrates the structured view of information
where the task and sub tasks is illustrated in Fig 3.19.
illustrated IE taxonomy.
Structured Data
Structured data is a relation data where the structure or
schema has assigned data making the information relevant to
the assigned named entity and relationship between entities.
Named entity relationship (NER) is used to extract names of
persons, organizations, or any miscellaneous text.
Relationship extraction is the identification and extraction of
relationship automatically between two or more named entity.
Semi-Structured Data
The extraction can be made without any analysis effort
required. There is no semantic processing or analysis needed.
Similarly, no syntactic processing and morphology needed.
This can be XML-encoded or HTML structured pages.
Unstructured Data
Unstructured data are pure plain text. Processing
unstructured data requires linguistic processing to extract the
knowledge and NLP tasks to deploy rules to fill a database.
Semantic-based
The Internet has googol of information and generated in
textual and other media format which differs to one another in
semantic level. The semantics types are Lexical Semantics,
Statistical Semantics, Structural Semantics, and Prototype
Semantics [108]. Scraping information from websites can be
done using the methods of presentation regularities and
domain knowledge. The author explained that the website
should be divided into segments of information blocks to
organize the content into several divisional groups. In this
process of partitioning the website content the trade-off was
loss of information.
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XML-based
There are many challenges in information extraction from
a semi-structured document such as a website without design,
format and semantic heterogeneity. To solve these challenges,
an Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) was proposed to
organize the web data. XML is a system based on the field
structure of the individual page [109]. The fields of the same
record contain same of that website. Other fields in the
website may be located in other pages and can be linked based
on the reference.
Ontology-based
Ontology is a structure of objects, its properties and
relations between the contents or objects. This is specified for
a specific domain where the tasks are formal and explicit
according to ontology process. Application of ontology-based
can be used in processing information contained in text,
semantics in the Web, and evaluating the quality of the
ontology systems. The ontology-based system process
unstructured and semi-structured text by using an ontology
guide to extract the information types and generate the
ontologies of the output.
Information Extraction Systems
The IE system can be divided into manual and automatic
learning method. The following systems are the existing
system based on the taxonomy provided.
Manual Information Extraction Systems
The IE systems from the Message Understanding
Conference (MUC) [72] dates back from 1987 produced
several IE systems. The following systems are: FASTUS, a
cascaded non-deterministic finite automaton; GE
NLTOOLSET
knowledge-based,
domain-independent
processing tool; PLUM, manually generated rules.
FASTUS
The Finite State Automaton Text Understanding System
(FASTUS) [73] is a cascaded, nondeterministic finite state
automaton (non-DFA) FASTUS was used in the MUC-4 with
the theme of terrorism in Latin America from several news
articles. The system has the following processing steps, (1)
triggering, (2) recognizing phrases, (3) recognizing patterns,
(4) merging of incidents. The first step of process is to search
the trigger words such as person names in every sentence. In
the second step, nouns, verbs, and word classes are identified
by the non-DFA. In the third step, no parts-of-speech (POS)
tagger was used. Instead the patterns are identified and
hard-coded to extract incidents detected, the last step
incidents were merged. This system is relatively small with a
very large dictionary in the process. The rules developed
performed very well and effective [73].
GE LTOOLSET
The GE NLTOOLSET [74] is a knowledge-based,
domain-independent core of text processing tool. This tool
has three processing toolset steps identified as: (1)
pre-processing, (2) linguistic analysis, and (3)
post-processing. In the pre-processing step, segmented and
irrelevant parts of the text are removed. Then this process
identifies the phrases that are template activators and parts of
the text are marked with discrete events. In the linguistic

analysis phase, parsing and semantic interpretation are being
inspected. The last phase is the post-processing that picks the
templates and maps semantic categories and roles. The system
was populated with the knowledge base of a core-lexicon
feature and functional grammar [74].
PLUM
Probabilistic Language Understanding Model (PLUM) [75]
was introduced in MUC-4. The system has a preprocessing,
morphological analysis, parsing, semantic interpreter,
discourse processing, and a template generation modules
[75]. In the preprocessing module, the boundaries of the
message were identified along with the header, paragraph,
and sentence. The next module is the morphological analysis
where the POS tagging with trained models for recognizing
Spanish and English words were tagged and identified. In the
parsing phase, one or more non-overlapping fragments of the
input sentence were generated. Then the semantic interpreter
processes the fragments from the previous module. The
semantic interpreter, lexical semantics and rules were
constructed. The discourse module builds the event objects
with the relevant events in the message. The template
generator with the built structures by the last phase generate
the templates which is the final output of the system.
Automatic Information Extraction Systems
The slow and complex manual IE systems devised by
system developers and engineers in the MUCs led to the
automation of this task. Machine learning methods were used
in order to automate the IE tasks. Supervised learning, large
set of training data is required to learn the rules of the task.
Unsupervised learning, a small set of seed rules and annotated
corpus with bootstrapping were set-up into the system. These
systems are Autoslog, text extraction rule [75]; PALKA,
induction method using a frame-phrasal patterns [76];
CRYSTAL creating extraction rules [78]; GATE, a developer
environment for NLP [71]; and LIEP pattern generalization
[79].
Supervised Learning Information Extraction Systems
Supervised learning method makes use of training data to
generate extraction rules. In this method, large training
dataset has to be annotated in order to extract the information
of interest. The main issue of supervised learning IE systems
is the preparation and availability of the training dataset. Most
IE systems needs big dataset of annotated documents for the
extraction task.
AutoSlog
The first system to learn text extraction rules from a
training dataset was AutoSlog [76]. This system extracts
information from a text containing domain-specific dictionary
of concept nodes. The concept nodes are rules that has the
trigger word or words with semantic constraints. It uses a
semantic tagger and constraints in the extraction rule. In
addition, it does not merge similar concept nodes and handles
only free text.
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PALKA
This system generates the extraction rule frame and phrasal
pattern which was called Frame-Phrasal pattern structure
(FP-structure). PALKA creates a rule and tries to generalize it
with existing ones to include a new positive instance into the
process. It specializes existing rules to avoid a negative
instance if it generates the wrong interpretation when
applying existing rules [76].
CRYSTAL
The CRYSTAL system syntactic parser for processing
text and annotated training documents. The extraction rules in
the training data are created in CRYSTAL to find the most
similar pair or rules. The rules are merges together by finding
the most restrictive constraints from both rules [78].
GATE
Information extraction system commonly seen on
systems is the text based index term method. It uses
predefined rules and automatically generate from tagged or
annotated training documents. The rule-based systems make
the system or knowledge engineer to define the rules to find
the index terms. The General Architecture for Text
Engineering (GATE) [71] is a model and developer
environment is a free IE system that can be utilized to
engineer the development and deployment of simple and
extendable modules for text annotation to training data for
NLP algorithms. The process of annotation can be made
manually or by adding the new annotations and processing
over to the corpus. GATE is a complete package for NLP
application.
LIEP
The LIEP system learns multi-slot rules similar to
AutoSlog, extraction. The events are identified by users under
the assumption that a no large annotated training corpus is
available. The training sentence, entities of interest are
identified in LIEP and choose extraction patterns that
maximize the number of extractions of positive examples and
minimize spurious extractions. If there is no known pattern to
be matched for new example, else it generalizes. If the
generalization is not possible or the resulting pattern
decreases the quality, a new pattern is constructed [79].
Unsupervised
Systems

Learning

Information

Extraction

Unsupervised learning IE systems eliminates the problem
of having a statement of the required information. No
extraction patterns or training data available to the user. The
main challenge is the need to generate the extraction patterns.
The extraction patterns can be bootstrapped and expand the
initial set afterwards. The existing systems are: AutoSlog-TS
[76]; EXDISCO uses a mutual bootstrapping strategy [82];
Snowball [83]; QDIE framework [85].
The development of unsupervised IE systems came to
realize because of the expensive cost of preparing the
annotated training datasets for supervised method.

to be reliable for the domain. In a next stage of the patterns an
evaluation process takes place. The extraction patterns are
ranked based on the relevance statistics of the corpus in this
phase[76].
EXDISCO
EXDISCO [82] is a mutual bootstrapping method of the
availability of patterns and finding the relevant documents.
The candidate patterns are generated from the clauses in the
documents and ranked in correlation with the relevant
documents. The highest pattern is added to the pattern set and
each document is re-ranked using the newly obtained pattern
set [82].
SNOWBALL
The Snowball [83] is a system is based on Dual Iterative
Pattern Expansion (DIPRE) algorithm. DIPRE [84] training
data works well with two distinct features, each of which can
independently distinguish the class of instances from the
other.
QDIE
The Query-Driven Information Extraction (QDIE) model
[85] minimize human intervention by through an automation
of a set of keywords as input. A pattern is more relevant the
more it appears in the relevant document set and less across
the entire document set. QDIE uses the Subtree model, a
generalization of the Predicate-Argument model [82] and the
Chain model [86]. such that any subtree of a dependency tree
in a source sentence can be regarded as an extraction pattern
candidate.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The technology of natural language processing
(NLP) is another field of computer science that deals with the
human language and allowing the computer or machine to
understand and process using algorithms. The Internet and its
network of hosted repositories containing the “big data” of
structured and unstructured data and information are
websites, social networks, scientific articles and journals, etc.
These “big data” deals with NLP techniques and applications
that sifts through each word, phrase, sentence, paragraphs,
symbols, its meaning and translation that can be processed
and accessible to computer applications. The growth of data
that are too complex to be processed and its conceptual
characteristics such as volume, variety, velocity, and veracity
in many systems uses advanced tools to reveal meaningful
information and insights.
The second section presents the natural language
processing application to sentiment analysis. The discussion
about the taxonomy presents the following levels in
document, sentence, and aspect level specific to text and the
individual items or entity that describes the sentiment
classification. Another method by using lexical, machine
learning, and hybrid approaches. The lexical-based method
uses dictionary and corpus-based approach. The machine
learning method uses supervised and unsupervised learning
approaches. The supervised learning method use training data

AutoSlog-TS
AutoSlog-TS is an extension of AutoSlog that has
pre-classified training corpus relevant to each task. AutoSlog
allows several rules to be generated. The pattern is needed is
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where labeled documents are largely known. The
unsupervised learning method relies on the labeled training
documents to find the unknown class. The supervised learning
method that can be used are the following: decision trees,
linear classifiers, rule-base classifiers, probabilistic
classifiers. The linear classifiers can be implemented using
support vector machines (SVM) and neural networks (NN).
While the probabilistic classifiers can be implemented using
Naïve Bayes, Bayesian network, and maximum entropy. The
sentiment analysis processes described the whole steps of how
sentiment classification and detection were used. These steps
in the process are important to perform the various methods
and techniques in sentiment analysis. The surveyed papers
presented various sentiment and opinion analysis in-depth
knowledge on how NLP was applied in solving sentiment
analysis problems. Data sources and tools available for
sentiment analysis were exploited by some researchers to
compare, analyze, evaluate the performance and accuracy of
several experiments and enhancement of the approaches in

further look at other published surveys for IE that will support
and add value to this research.
Finally, this survey paper is not comprehensive and
exhaustive of all the published papers in NLP. It is
recommended to next researcher to expand the discussion and
have the state-of-the-art or latest trends in NLP applications
with the recent performance and accuracy result evaluations.
Similarly, it can be another survey for the latest trends in other
aspects of NLP.
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